
 

 

 

 

 

There are 3 types of corporate gift box customization: 

(1) Simply Ejibola Corporate Gift Box (Minimum Order = 100) 

- We use the specially designed Simply Ejibola gift box sleeve for you, however, the box that contains the gift 

will have your brand/business logo on it. 

- All products in the box are all branded with Simply Ejibola 

- All products in the box are placed on a Simply Ejibola wrapping tissue 

- Wrapping tissue is put in place using a Simply Ejibola sticker  

 

(2) Simply Ejibola X Business Name (Your business name here) Corporate Gift Box (Minimum Order = 500) 

- We use the specially designed Simply Ejibola gift box sleeve for you, however, the box and the sleeve will 

have both Simply Ejibola X brand/business name and logo on them (to understand this better, if we were 

Tesla and your business name is Horseman, the branding of the gift box will be “Tesla X Horseman”). 

- Products in the box will be a mix of items branded with Simply Ejibola and your business name/logo 

- All products in the box are placed on a Simply Ejibola X business name/logo wrapping tissue 

- Wrapping tissue is put in place using a Simply Ejibola X business name/logo sticker  

 

(3) 100% Corporate Client Gift Box (Minimum Order = 500) 

- The corporate box and sleeve will be specially branded in your brand/business name and logo. 

- All products in the box are all specially branded in your brand/business name and logo 

- All products in the box are placed on your specially designed brand/business wrapping tissue 

- Wrapping tissue is put in place using a specially designed brand/business sticker made for you  

 

 

Timeline: 

All the above types of customizations require a 3months timeline. 

 

 

Payment: 

- One time consultation fee $250 

- Order purchase payment will be invoiced to you based on the types of Customizations you require and the 

items you desire to have in the gift box. 
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